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Fabrics in the Collection

Novelty Stripe - Multi 6507-11

Fox Allover - Yellow 6506-44

Fox Allover - Blue 6506-11

Dots - Yellow 6505-44

Dots - Orange 6505-33

Dots - Blue 6505-11

Vine - Green 6504-66

Vine - Orange 6504-33

Vine - Blue 6504-11

Owls - Green 6503-66

Owls - Yellow 6503-44

Owls - Blue 6503-11

Tossed Animals - Yellow 6502-44

Tossed Animals - Blue 6502-11

Panel - Multi 6501P-11
Materials:
1 ¼ yard Novelty Stripe - Multi (A) 6507-11
½ yard Vine - Green (B) 6504-66
½ yard Owls - Yellow (C) 6503-44
½ yard Fox Allover - Yellow (D) 6506-44
½ yard Vine - Blue (E) 6504-11
½ yard Vine - Orange (F) 6504-33
½ yard Dots - Blue (G) 6505-11*
2 ¾ yards Owls - Green (Backing) 6503-66

*Includes binding

Quilt Cutting Instructions
Please note: all strips are cut across the width of fabric (WOF) from selvage to selvage edge unless otherwise noted.

From the Novelty Stripe - Multi (A), cut:
• (3) 11” X 40 ½” strips from the length of fabric (LOF).

From the Vine - Green (B), cut:
• (6) 1 ½” x 40 ½” WOF strips.

From the Owls - Yellow (C), cut:
• (2) 4 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut strips into (10) 4 ½” squares.

From the Fox Allover - Yellow (D), cut:
• (2) 4 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut strips into (10) 4 ½” squares.

From the Vine - Blue (E), cut:
• (3) 2 ½” x WOF strips.

From the Vine - Orange (F), cut:
• (3) 2 ½” x WOF strips.

From the Dots - Blue (G), cut:
• (5) 2 ½” x WOF strips for the binding.

From the Owls - Green (Backing), cut:
• (2) 48” x WOF strips for the backing. Sew the strips together and trim to make the 48” x 62” back.

Quilt Top Assembly
(Refer to the Quilt Layout while assembling.)
4. Sew (1) 1 ½” x 40 ½” Fabric B strip to the top and to the bottom of (1) 11” x 40 ½” Fabric A strip to make (1) A block. Repeat to make (3) A blocks total.

5. Sew (5) 4 ½” Fabric C squares, (10) EF blocks and (5) 4 ½” Fabric D squares together to make (1) CD row. Repeat to make a second CD row.

6. Sew (3) A blocks, and (2) CD rows together, alternating them, to make the quilt top. Pay attention to the orientation of the CD rows.

7. Layer and quilt as desired.

8. Sew the (5) 2 ½” x WOF Fabric G strips together, end to end with 45-degree seams, to make the binding. Fold this long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press.

9. Bind as desired.
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